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ABSTRACT

Dynamic regression test selection (RTS) techniques aim to minimize testing efforts by selecting tests using per-test execution traces. However, most existing RTS techniques are not applicable to microservice-based, or, more generally, distributed systems, as the dynamic program analysis is typically limited to a single system. In this paper, we describe our distributed RTS approach, microRTS, which targets automated and manual end-to-end testing in microservice-based software systems. We employ microRTS in a case study on a set of 20 manual end-to-end test cases across 12 versions of the German COVID-19 contact tracing application, a modern microservice-based software system. The results indicate that initially microRTS selects all manual test cases for each version. Yet, through semi-automated filtering of test traces, we are able to effectively reduce the testing effort by 10–50%. In contrast with prior results on automated unit tests, we find method-level granularity of per-test execution traces to be more suitable than class-level for manual end-to-end testing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Regression testing is a software testing activity that is regularly performed to ascertain that changes have not inadvertently altered previous system behavior [15]. Yet, with increasingly large test suites and shorter software (delivery) life-cycles, running all tests after each change is often too costly [4, 30]. To reduce the costs of regression testing, regression test selection (RTS) [7, 13, 21–23, 31, 33] techniques have been extensively studied since the 1970s [5].

Traditional RTS techniques identify a subset of tests by comparing new code changes with per-test code dependencies. Collecting these per-test code dependencies can either be achieved through static or dynamic program analysis at the level of basic-blocks [11, 21], functions/methods [6, 17, 32, 33], classes/files [7, 8, 12, 13], modules [24], or combinations thereof [25, 28, 31]. In dynamic RTS techniques, these per-test code dependencies can also be interpreted as per-test execution traces. Since most techniques are incapable of collecting dependencies across system boundaries, they mainly target unit testing. Yet, in microservice-based systems, or, more generally, highly distributed systems, checking for functional correctness is no longer limited to individual units or modules, but especially requires anticipation of interface and interaction bugs [16, 33]. Hence, existing RTS techniques are not directly applicable, as these systems need to be tested through integration or end-to-end tests that operate across service or system boundaries.

While there are a few studies on RTS for web applications and services [17, 19, 33], they have several limitations in the context of microservices: First, existing RTS techniques targeting web applications only instrument server code for tracing tests [17, 19]. However, excluding client code is problematic in microservice-based systems, where (rich) web or mobile client applications often contain large parts of the business logic and orchestrate calls to different microservices. Second, even though protocol- and language-agnostic distributed tracing approaches are provided by observability frameworks such as OpenTelemetry¹, existing RTS techniques are implemented for monolingual systems [33] and specific communication protocols, such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [17, 19]. Third, high instrumentation overhead of RTS techniques may preclude their applicability in practice [2, 3, 18], but existing studies lack analyses on the introduced instrumentation overhead during service startup and test execution. Finally, due to the complexity of automating end-to-end tests, these tests are often performed manually [10, 19]. Yet, no prior RTS study investigates RTS for manual end-to-end tests in microservice-based systems.

In this paper, we propose microRTS, a distributed RTS technique suitable for manual or automated end-to-end testing in microservice-based software systems. microRTS is implemented on top of well-established distributed tracing infrastructure and Java bytecode

¹OpenTelemetry: https://opentelemetry.io/
manipulation libraries, to enable automated instrumentation of arbitrary Java microservices at runtime. We evaluate the influence of several implementation aspects on the instrumentation overhead in the open-source microservice benchmark application TeaStore [29].

We further present a case study that was conducted together with our industry partner T-Systems on a subset of the manual end-to-end test suite on 12 software versions of the German COVID-19 contact tracing application, Corona-Warn-App (CWA), a modern microservice-based software system. Since the CWA accesses backend microservices through a rich mobile client (we only consider Android), we design microRTS to collect per-test execution traces from mobile clients as well as microservices, leading to more complete traces. In contrast with prior results on automated unit tests [7, 12], we find class-level granularity of test traces to be too coarse grained for RTS of manual end-to-end tests in this context, essentially leading to retest-all. With traces at method-level granularity, microRTS initially still selects all test cases across the 12 studied versions. However, after closer inspection of the reasons behind a test being selected, we find that the manual tests are commonly imprecisely specified. For instance, while all manual tests cover the CWA start screen, most of them do not test any start screen functionality. Consequently, by semi-automatically filtering out irrelevant parts of the test traces, microRTS can exclude 10–50% of tests.

To foster more research on RTS for integration or end-to-end testing in microservice-based systems, we discuss challenges and elaborate on experiences when implementing and applying microRTS in a real-world context.

2 RELATED WORK & STATE-OF-PRACTICE
Among the many existing RTS studies already referenced, we consider the following to be most relevant for the context of this work:

Nakagawa et al. [19] propose a method-level RTS technique for manual end-to-end tests for Java web applications. By sending a custom header with each HTTP request to the server, a tester’s browser can be mapped to accessed methods, assuming a one-to-one mapping of HTTP requests and Java Virtual Machine (JVM) threads. The results of the industrial case study on two web applications indicate that it is likely that all tests need to be executed for large modifications or changes to common code parts. As the proposed RTS technique is not able to trace more than one web server, it is yet unsuitable in a microservice context.

Long et al. [17] propose the RTS tool WebRTS, which supports collecting file-level per-test execution traces across multiple instances of a web server. It is designed for Java web applications with server-side page rendering and is limited to communication using the HTTP protocol which confines the applicability to a small subset of microservice-based systems. Unfortunately, although publicly available, WebRTS lacks an adequate user documentation and further relies on JVM bytecode instrumentation from an external library that lacks English documentation[1]. For this reason, we were neither able to fully comprehend, nor to apply their tool in preliminary experiments on Java microservices.

Zhong et al. [33] propose the RTS technique TestSage that targets web service testing at Google. TestSage supports C++ services and performs function-level instrumentation using XRay\(^4\). While TestSage reduces the testing time by 34%, it does not support parallel test tracing and is limited to homogeneous C++ web services.

In summary, we are not aware of any prior work that investigates the potential and challenges of RTS in the context of manual end-to-end testing for microservice-based systems.

3 DISTRIBUTED TEST SELECTION
When a microservice-based software system is tested in an end-to-end fashion, restarting the system under test (SUT) between each test case is not always feasible. This is because such systems often involve tens or even hundreds of services. Hence the startup process is expensive and time-consuming [33]. Consequently, when collecting per-test execution traces, we need to take into account that multiple tests are executed on the same deployed service instance, either sequentially or in parallel. We thus require segmentation of collected traces according to the tests’ execution time frame and link covered code parts to the test that executed them [17].

In the following, we describe how microRTS collects precise distributed per-test execution traces for end-to-end tests and performs change-based test selection.

While microRTS currently supports microservices written in languages that target the JVM (e.g., Java, Kotlin) and instrumentation of Android mobile clients, the concepts are agnostic to the actually used programming language or platform. We chose Java as our case study subject is written in Java and Kotlin (see Sec. 5).

3.1 Distributed Tracing
The core principle behind distributed tracing is context propagation: A context contains (at least) a unique identifier that identifies a trace and is transferred in and across services in a distributed system [27]. The trace thereby encapsulates all requests related to an individual transaction. To enable context propagation, clients and services are instrumented to be able to create, transfer, and access context information embedded into requests. Consider Fig. 1 that depicts an instrumented service, where context information is extracted from inbound requests and injected into outbound requests. Furthermore, trace points can be inserted into the instrumented service that define actions such as attaching metadata to the context.

Figure 1: Context propagation in an instrumented service (inspired by Shkuro [26])

The implementation of the required code instrumentation for the middleware (e.g., HTTP client libraries) can be performed using well-established, polyglot distributed tracing and observability

\(^4\) LLVM XRay: https://llvm.org/docs/XRay.html
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\(^1\)T-Systems is one of the largest European information technology service providers: https://www.t-systems.com/

\(^2\)JVM-SANDBOX: https://github.com/alibaba/jvm-sandbox

---
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frameworks, such as OpenTracing\(^5\) or OpenTelemetry. microRTS uses OpenTelemetry to automatically instrument Java microservices by attaching a Java Agent \(^1\) that performs Java bytecode instrumentation at runtime. Thereby, the instrumented microservice will extract the context from inbound requests and we can link the context with custom code instrumentation as described next.

### 3.2 Code Instrumentation

We have described why the SUT typically cannot be restarted after each test in microservice-based systems. Therefore, if several tests are executed one after another, we need a code instrumentation that also takes into account already created objects from previously executed tests \(^17\). Thus, similar to pre-existing RTS techniques \(^{19,33}\), microRTS instruments microservices (and clients) at method-level granularity rather than class-level, as only instrumenting JVM class loading or object creation would miss if tests call methods of already existing objects. However, since we aim to investigate benefits of test trace granularity more closely (see Sec. 5), microRTS offers to control if test traces are stored (and aggregated) at method- or class-level granularity. Furthermore, existing approaches for collecting test traces differ regarding the strategy to export information about covered methods (i.e., coverage probes) during runtime \(^{14,20}\). microRTS offers to export coverage probes directly after they fire or in batches, and supports writing coverage probes into a file or sending them via Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) sockets to a central trace collector.

We implement the method-level code instrumentation using a Java Agent and the ByteBuddy bytecode manipulation library\(^6\). Thereby, whenever a method is entered, the instrumentation stores a coverage probe in the coverage tracer. A coverage probe contains the method’s signature, the name of the surrounding class, and the current context’s trace identifier. Depending on how microRTS is configured, the coverage probes are written into a file or sent via TCP to the trace collector, either one-by-one or in batches. Fig. 2 illustrates how coverage information is collected from instrumented microservices. Additionally, the client is connected to a test listener that is responsible for maintaining the context for test cases in test logs, to later on link coverage probes to test cases. In Sec. 5, we describe how we implemented a test listener for the Android client of the CWA. microRTS further implements compile-time instrumentation of Android mobile clients using the AndroidBuddy library\(^7\), as in contrast to the JVM, Android does not allow runtime instrumentation.

![Figure 2: Overview of the microRTS test tracing architecture](image)

---

\(^{5}\)OpenTracing: [https://opentracing.io/](https://opentracing.io/)

\(^{6}\)ByteBuddy: [https://bytebuddy.net/](https://bytebuddy.net/)

\(^{7}\)AndroidBuddy: [https://github.com/LikeTheSalad/android-buddy](https://github.com/LikeTheSalad/android-buddy)

### 3.3 Test Selection

For change-based test selection, microRTS uses the changeset since the last time a test suite was executed from the version control system (VCS), together with the collected method-level test traces from the last test execution. microRTS then parses the \(\$\) java and \(\$.kt\) files from the changeset and computes (1) the set of changed classes and (2) the set of changed methods by comparing checksums of each method’s source code, similar to existing RTS techniques \(^{31}\). Using these two sets and the test traces, microRTS then determines affected tests through class- or method-level selection. In Sec. 5, we describe the effects of using class- and method-level selection in a manual end-to-end testing context.

### 4 EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

In order to analyze the efficiency of microRTS’s instrumentation, we conduct experiments on the TeaStore microservice benchmark application. We thereby strive to answer the following research questions (RQs):

- **RQ\(_1\)**: How much instrumentation overhead does microRTS introduce at system startup and during testing?
- **RQ\(_2\)**: How does the granularity of coverage probes and their export strategy affect instrumentation overhead?

#### 4.1 Experimental Setup

TeaStore is an open-source microservice reference application used by researchers to analyze and test novel techniques for microservice-based systems \(^{9,29}\). We conduct our experiments on version v1.4.0 of the TeaStore, consisting of 6 Java microservices that we orchestrate using Docker-Compose. Since TeaStore currently only contains unit tests, we implemented a set of 23 automated end-to-end tests using the testing framework Cypress. Our test suite covers each feature of the application by at least one test case and was merged by the project’s maintainers into the main code base\(^8\).

To execute our experiments, we instrument each microservice and the Cypress test runner with microRTS and run all 23 test cases with different (1) coverage probe collection granularity (method- or class-level) and (2) coverage probe export strategies (in-memory, file, or socket export). We repeat the experiments 30 times to account for variations in the runtimes and measure the average system startup and testing runtime for all configurations of microRTS and compare them to executions without any instrumentation (NoInst).

#### 4.2 Discussion of Results

**RQ\(_1\)**: **Startup and Runtime Instrumentation Overhead.** The results of the comparative analysis between microRTS and NoInst show that the performance impact of microRTS is more significant during services’ startup (+67.5%) than during testing (+18%). By re-running the tests using only OpenTelemetry’s instrumentation, we see that most of the overhead stems from OpenTelemetry, which already adds 40% to the startup and 10.5% to the testing runtime.

We further observe that the overhead caused by microRTS is significantly higher during the first test compared to the mean overhead. The reason is inherent to dynamic bytecode instrumentation,

---

\(^{8}\)TeaStore Pull Request: [https://github.com/DescartesResearch/TeaStore/pull/203](https://github.com/DescartesResearch/TeaStore/pull/203)
which transforms Java bytecode files on the fly when they are first loaded by the JVM ClassLoader.

RQ2: Granularity and Export Strategies of Coverage Probes. The granularity at which microRTS is configured to export coverage probes does not significantly affect the instrumentation overhead: method-level granularity adds roughly 1.2% overhead compared to class-level granularity in total test execution time. The reason why storing and exporting coarser-grained class-level coverage probes is not far more efficient is that microRTS still needs to instrument all methods as explained in Sec. 3.2.

Regarding the chosen coverage probe export strategy, we find that in-memory is the fastest strategy because it does not export probes until service shutdown. Perhaps surprisingly, the file export strategy only adds around 1% of runtime overhead when compared to in-memory, despite the I/O overhead. Finally, although used in prior studies [20, 33], the socket strategy has a comparatively high runtime overhead of 6.7% compared to in-memory.

5 CASE STUDY: CORONA-WARN-APP

To evaluate microRTS in a real-world microservice-based system, we conduct a case study on the manual end-to-end test suite of the Corona-Warn-App (CWA) to answer RQ3: How much manual end-to-end testing effort reduction can be achieved using microRTS?

5.1 Experimental Setup

The CWA is the official German Covid-19 contact tracing application, based on a decentralized, microservices architecture. The source code of the microservices and mobile clients is open-sourced and available on Github\(^6\), easing reproducibility and extension of our case study. Service providers such as our industry partner T-Systems are responsible for end-to-end regression testing of new versions and releases of the CWA. Therefore, they use a manual regression test suite that is not publicly available. As currently the test cases for release testing are selected manually, automated and systematic tool-support through microRTS can be beneficial.

For our experiments with microRTS, we prepare a suitable testing environment: We (1) instrument seven CWA microservices, (2) instrument the mobile client (only Android), (3) patch or mock requests to external services such as Google’s Exposure Notification System, as they can exclusively be used by authorized official health agencies, and (4) orchestrate all instrumented services with Docker-Compose, as neither the staging, nor the production environment configuration are publicly available. We then execute 20 manual end-to-end test cases provided by T-Systems for version 2.5.1 of the CWA. These tests are still executable without limitations in our experimental setup and we only instrument the seven services required for the provided test cases. We implement a small Android sidecar application, where we can start and stop a manual test case, which internally initializes and closes a tracing context.

To evaluate the potential of microRTS, we determine the set of selected tests on all (12) CWA release candidate versions between 2.5.1 and 2.6.1. We include these release candidates to gain insights on how shorter testing cycles affect RTS results. Furthermore, we compare class- and method-level RTS as their effectiveness is not unequivocal in existing RTS literature [7, 17, 19].

5.2 Discussion of Results

RQ3: Test Effort Reduction. The initial results show that RTS at method- and class-level already selects all 20 tests for the first version, namely between 2.5.1 and 2.6.0-RC0. As a result, RTS between 2.5.1 and all other subsequent versions has the same outcome.

To understand the underlying reasons, we investigate the causes for selection: First, 100% of the test selections for all versions have been caused by changes in the Android client, both using class- and method-level RTS. This highlights the importance of instrumenting client code as well. Second, all test cases include various shared covered methods, which originate primarily from the home screen where all tests start or end according to the test case specifications. Yet, surprisingly, only 9 out of the 20 test cases effectively verify functionality of the home screen. To determine if the other 11 test cases would have been selected even if their traces started on their respective sub-page, we proceed by refining the test traces. During this refinement step, we remove all covered methods that are associated to the home screen for the 11 test cases. Using class-level RTS nothing changes: all tests are selected. However, when using method-level RTS the selected tests for 2.6.0-RC0 are reduced by 50%, only 10 out of 20 tests are selected; for the subsequent versions and the next release 2.6.1, up to 18 out of 20 tests are selected (90%).

Hence, we can conclude that the effectiveness of our RTS approach for manual end-to-end testing is highly dependent on the precision of test specifications. Through semi-automated pruning of test traces using domain knowledge, we are able to exclude up to 50% of tests, but only when using fine-grained method-level RTS. Our results confirm findings from prior RTS research on manual testing, where RTS effectiveness was limited with shared covered code parts in test traces or with large changesets [19].

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce microRTS, a dynamic RTS technique for microservice-based systems. By combining established distributed tracing infrastructure with code instrumentation, microRTS collects per-test execution traces at method- or class-level across services and clients, thereby enabling test selection for automated or manual end-to-end tests. We further present a case study on RTS for manual end-to-end tests in the CWA, a real-world microservice-based system. Our initial results show that if manual tests are specified rather coarse-grained, microRTS can not provide any benefits over retest-all. However, when pruning per-test execution traces using domain knowledge, we are able to exclude up to 50% of tests. These findings confirm prior research on manual testing and show that manual end-to-end testing of microservice-based systems is particularly intricate to optimize.
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